ImPulse CL

Variable Speed Milk Pump Controller
Single Float Continuous Level System
Installation & Operation Manual

STOP
READ FIRST
BEFORE installing ImPulse
or calling Customer Service for
assistance, please read this
Manual in full. We have
very few questions, problems
or complaints when Manual
is read and followed.
Thank you.
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INSPECTION & STORAGE

The ImPulse CL System consists of:
•

•

The ImPulse CL Controller in an enclosure
A liquid level float assembly (stainless float on a stainless steel probe)

Inspect the ImPulse for shipping damage. If any damage is found, report it to the carrier immediately.
Check inside the controller for any visual damage. Do not attempt to operate the ImPulse if obvious
damage exists.

Storage should be in a clean, dry location. Do not store in an area where the ambient temperature
exceeds 149ºF or goes below -4ºF. Do not store in areas of high condensation or corrosive
atmosphere.
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IMPULSE CONTROLS
Probe Assembly
The probe assembly requires a 1.5" diameter hole in the receiver or receiver lid.
Probe Assembly Length
There are four different length probe assemblies to accommodate the different sizes of receiver
vessels. Select the proper probe length from the chart below:

Receiver Size
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Probe Length

18" x 18"

24"

18" x 24"

24"

26" x 30"

30"

44” x 30”

40”

60" x 30"

60"
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IMPULSE CL GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

The output voltage cannot exceed the mains input voltage.

Output Frequency:

0.2 to 120 Hz

Controls:

Fully programmable settings for all parameters

Environment:

Enclosure resistant to low pressure spray from front and sides.

Ambient Temperature:

14ºF to 122ºF

Humidity:

20% to 95% non-condensing

Fault Protection:

· Over current
· Under Voltage

· Drive Over Heat
· Over Voltage
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IMPULSE CONCEPT
The ImPulse Controller varies the milk pump speed in order to pump the milk through a plate cooler
as slowly as possible while still keeping up with milk inflow in the receiver. Usually the pumping rate
is significantly less than the maximum, so the cooling efficiency of the plate cooler is increased, resulting in reduced electrical needs for refrigeration. The operational concept of the ImPulse is explained below. This will assist in setting up and troubleshooting a system.

ImPulse uses a float to indicate the milk level in the receiver.

Acceleration/Deceleration

On / Off Zone
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(

Every inch of travel
over total length of probe

Selectable Range
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IMPULSE CL MECHANICAL INSTALLATION
The ImPulse CL controller is enclosed in a fiberglass enclosure. Both the single and three phase units
are the same physical size.

CL

PHYSICAL DIMENSION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Mounting holes are 5/16" diameter for 1/4" fasteners.
Allow 6" above, below and in front of the ImPulse CL controller for cooling air circulation.
Cable access may be from the sides, top or bottom of the ImPulse enclosure. Cables required are
main power in, power out to the motor and cabling to liquid level probe assembly.
Do not allow any conductive material to enter the ImPulse enclosure or damage may result.
The ImPulse CL controller should be located in a vibration free environment.
The operating temperature range is 32º F to 104º F. Do not mount the ImPulse CL controller in
direct sunlight on hot surfaces or near heat producing equipment.
Mount ImPulse CL controller vertically which allows natural convection to aid In cooling the
heatsink fins on the back of the drive unit.
The ImPulse CL controller has a viewing window in the front cover. This shows the status and
output of the controller.
Power should be left on continuously to the ImPulse CL controller unless performing service. This
will aid in keeping the electronics dry.
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LOCATION
If the dairy has a cow ID system, the ImPulse CL controller should be mounted as close as possible to
the milk pump in order to minimize radio frequency interference. Special attention should be give to
routing of the shielded power cable to the ImPulse CL controller to the milk pump motor, keeping the
cable as far as possible away from the ID system antennas and communication wiring.
The ImPulse CL controller is designed to withstand low pressure washing while providing adequate
ventilation for cooling. This should be taken into consideration when locating the controller.
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CONNECTING IMPULSE CL TO A WASHER PANEL AND PLATE COOLER

System Washing
The ImPulse CL can be connected to an Automatic Pipeline Washer to kick into the Wash Mode
automatically when the system is high speed washing. You will need a relay with a coil voltage that
matches the wash panel’s signal voltage to activate the high speed wash mode. You also should use
18/2 cable to connect to the relay and the ImPulse CL controller. Connect the 18/2 cable to the 10
pole barrier strip - terminals 2 and 6. Connect to the relay so that when in the wash mode these 2
wires are contacted together to activate the wash mode of the ImPulse CL Controller probe and float.
This is shown in the Wiring Diagram on Page 11 of this manual.
Available relays
12V AC/DC rated coil with 6 amp SPDT contacts - P/N - P29750NP
24V AC/DC rated coil with 6 amp SPDT contacts - P/N - P29751NP
120V AC/DC rated coil with 6 amp SPDT contacts - P/N - P29752NP
220V AC/DC rated coil with 6 amp SPDT contacts - P/N - P29753NP

Plate Cooler Water
If you want to save on water going through the Plate Cooler, install a water solenoid valve that the
ImPulse CL will control. The ImPulse CL has a relay contact programmed to activate only when the
milk pump is running. The ImPulse CL relay is rated for up to 6 amps 240V AC. If you have a washer
panel, you can install a relay to automatically turn the plate cooler water on and off when in milk
mode. You want to have the plate cooler water off during the wash mode. Connect a 230V water
solenoid to terminals 11 & 12 on the 12-pole terminal in the ImPulse CL Controller. This is shown on
the Wiring Diagram on Page 11 of this manual.
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IMPULSE CL SCHEMATIC
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IMPULSE CL SYSTEM EMERSON M400 INVERTER CONNECTIONS

Probe: Red+ to Terminal #9 and Black- to Terminal #2 for the 24vdc.
Manual Pump Out Switch: To Terminal #9 and Terminal #12.
Milk/Wash Switch: To Terminal #9 and Terminal #13.
C.I.P. Relay N.O.: To Terminal #9 and Terminal #15.
Alarm N.O.: To Terminal #6 = +24vdc and Terminal #10 = -24vdc switched.
Plate Cooler Relay Power N.O.: Terminals #41 and #42 = activated when in Run.
1 Black Jumper wire: Install on Terminals #3 and #6.
4 White Jumper wires: Two from #17 Main Control Terminal to Safe Torque Terminals #31 and #34.
Two more from #1 Main Control Terminal to Safe Torque Terminals #32 and #33.
NOTE: The main display will show “Ready” with the above white jumpers installed; however, it will
display “Inhibit” if not installed.
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WIRE & CIRCUIT BREAKER SIZING

Input
Model

Motor H.P.

Power Wire Size

Motor Wire Size

Circuit Breaker

230 VAC 1 Phase

2 H.P.

16 ga

16 ga shielded

20 Amp

230 VAC 3 Phase

2 H.P.

16 ga

16 ga shielded

16 Amp

480 VAC 3 Phase

2 H.P.

16 ga

16 ga shielded

10 Amp

230 VAC 3 Phase

3 H.P.

12 ga

16 ga shielded

20 Amp

440 VAC 3 Phase

3 H.P.

12 ga

16 ga shielded

16 Amp

440 VAC 3 Phase

5 H.P.

12 ga

16 ga shielded

16 Amp

NOTES

Use shielded cable from the ImPulse CL to the motor. Connect the shield at both ends to earth
ground for RFI suppression reasons.
WIRING
It will be necessary to drill holes in the enclosure for the input power, output to the milk pump motor
and the cable to the liquid level float assembly. All holes must be fitted with water tight fittings.
1) Wire the Milk Pump motor to motor terminals (MU, MV, MW) on the terminal block using 16 ga
shielded cable. Only three phase motors can be used. Make sure the cable from the ImPulse to
the motor is shielded, and that the cable shielding is connected to earth ground at the ImPulse
controller and motor. Shielded cable aids in reducing radio frequency interference of other
equipment.
2) Wire ImPulse control to the main power panel using the appropriate size wire and circuit breaker
as specified in the table above.
3) Installing Probe assembly:
A 1.5" diameter hole is required in the receiver lid for Probe Assembly to fit through. Insert the
probe through the plexi glass receiver cover and press the rubber grommet firmly into the hole.
Position the float in the receiver to avoid the milk entry points. This will minimize float sensing
problems during washing caused by turbulence. Connect the float assembly cable to the ImPulse
CL controller as shown in the Control Wiring Diagram.
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OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT - OVERFLOW ALARM
An Overflow Alarm is an optional addition to your system. It will sound an audible alarm and flash a
strobe to alert if receiver starts to flood. The alarm will also sound if the inverter shuts off due to
trip code, alerting the user to an issue with the controller.
There are two types of alarms to choose from as shown below.

Note: Both alarms should be wired as follows:
Connect the Alarm’s 24 VDC (+)Input to Terminal #6 and Alarm’s 24 VDC (-)Input to Terminal #10.

Deluxe Overflow Alarm
24 VDC Overflow Alarm is an audible alarm with a strobe that
comes with a 100 to 240VAC Input Adapter Base. Specify Red
or Amber Strobe.

#R35505NP - Amber Strobe
#R35506NP - Red Strobe

FEATURES :
· 32 adjustable tones with volume up to 110 dB at 1 meter
· 2 tones from one alarm
· Base: 103mm tall IP65 with PG16 entry
· Acoustical frequency range for the 32 tones is .4 to 3.0 KHz
· Temperature range is -10 C to 55 C
· White ABS plastic, polycarbonate lens
· IP54 with short base or IP65 with tall, surface-mount base
· CE approval

#R35510NP - Economy Overflow Alarm
24 VDC
FEATURES :
· One tone - constant or pulsing
· Red LED light - flashing or solid
· Small waterproof IP65 enclosure box
· 98 dB level
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Probe Failure Alarm Feature
The ImPulse CL comes with the Alarm Trip DISABLED.
If you want to alert the ImPulse CL to an issue with the Probe Signal, you must change the following
Parameter Setting.
Parameter M07.P0007 is set for 4-20mA (disabled). Changing it to 4-20mA Trip instructs system to
set off the alarm if there is a probe issue such as no signal or open connection.
If installing an ImPulse CL Probe into a Milk/Wash Reservoir, and you need to disconnect the probe
for Wash Fill, leave it as DISABLED or refer to the other method below.

Milk/Wash Receiver System Pump Disable during Wash Fill
You will need to open the Connection on one of the white wires shown below to stop the Run and
put the ImPulse CL into “Inhibit” Mode.

Four White Jumper wires: Two from #17 main Control Terminal to Safe Torque Terminals #31 and #34.
Two more from #1 Main Control Terminal to Safe Torque Terminals #32 & #33
Note: The main display will show “Ready” with the above white jumpers installed. It will display “Inhibit”
if not installed

Connect a Relay to that connection when the Vacuum Pump is turned Off that it puts the ImPulse CL
into Inhibit Mode.
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MILK MODE OPERATION SEQUENCE
The following is the operation of the preprogrammed settings. These settings can all be readjusted to
best suit your system’s pumping needs. Parameter settings may need adjusting depending on the
following:
· Receiver type or size
· Whether system is under vacuum
· Type of Milk Pump used
· Amount of head pressure.

Operation Sequence - Note further parameter setting details on Page 29.
1. The float rises off the bottom and when it’s 15% of the way up the pump it will turn on and accelerate in 3 seconds to the minimum speed of 36 HZ. (Parameter settings 18.011 and 18.012;
00.0031 and 00.004)
Tip - Set this frequency level 2 HZ higher than the priming speed you will determine for the pump
to achieve the least amount of slippage (churning).

2. It will stay at minimum speed until it gets up to 25% of the way up from the bottom. (Parameter
setting 18.013)
Tip - Set this distance range that you prefer to stay at the slowest speed possible to benefit the
milk cooling/handling. It’s important to make sure the minimum speed HZ is not set too low as
you want to insure the best handling of the milk.
3. After reaching 25% of the way up, every inch of movement up thereafter will make it accelerate
linearly until maximum speed distance is reached. (Parameter setting 18.013)
Tip - On very small receivers or ones with very low milk inlets you may want to set this lower or
equal to the starting point setting.
4. When the float reaches 60% off the bottom, it will be at 60 HZ full speed. (Parameter setting
18.014 and 18.025)
Tip - Set this so maximum speed is reached just below the milk inlets.
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5. When the float is 75% off the bottom near the rubber plug, an alarm can be activated to alert the
milk operators to a pending pumping issue before the system traps out. (Parameter setting
18.022)
Tip - This can be set to activate at any point you want on the probe during Milk Mode but preferably above the maximum speed arrival point.
6. The float descending downward from 60% up will change pumping speed slower linearly every
inch as it travels until it reaches the 25% point at which it will stay at minimum speed until all the
way to the bottom and then stop in 3 seconds. (Parameter setting 18.021)
Tip - With Starting distance to pump set higher than the stopping point (bottom), this will alleviate the constant on/off cycling of the milk pump when small amounts of milk enter the system.
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WASH MODE OPERATION SEQUENCE ON A CENTRIFUGAL PUMP
The following is the operation of the preprogrammed settings. These settings can all be readjusted to
best suit your system’s pumping needs. Parameter settings may need adjusting depending on the following:
· Receiver type or size
· Whether system is under vacuum
· Type of Milk Pump used
· Amount of head pressure.
Operation Sequence - Note further parameter setting details on Page 30.
1. The float rises off the bottom 15% of the way up, the pump will turn on and accelerate in 3 seconds to the minimum speed for wash of 45 HZ. NOTE: Starting Point is set by Milk Mode Setting.
(Parameter setting 18.015, 18.011, 18.016 and 18.017)
Tip - Set starting speed for your best overall speed for best wash water contact in the receiver.
2. It will stay at minimum speed until it gets up to 20% of the way up from the bottom. (Parameter
setting 18.018)
Tip - Set this distance higher if more water is needed to wash the trap elbow. It also must be set
higher than the Start distance point to work properly.
Tip - On small receivers you may want to set this lower or equal to the starting point.
3. After reaching 20% of the way up, every inch of movement up thereafter will make it accelerate
linearly until maximum speed distance is reached. (Parameter setting 18.018)
4. When the float reaches 25% off the bottom, it will be at 60 HZ full speed. (Parameter setting
18.020)
Tip - Set this point higher if trap elbow is not cleaning. If trapping out, set the minimum speed
higher.
5. The float descending downward from 25% up will change pumping speed slower linearly every
inch as it travels until it reaches the 20% point at which it will stay at minimum speed until all the
way to the bottom and stop in 3 seconds. (Parameter setting 18.021)
Tip - Fine tune your system to work best with your longest wash cycle, which is typically the hot
water detergent, for best results.
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CONTINUOUS LEVEL FLOAT PROBE FUNCTION

The ImPulse CL Single Float Probes with 1” resolution comes in 4 sizes. Read range is from the top of
the Float when resting at the bottom to the bottom of the black rubber Probe Holder.

24” CL Float/Probe (18” read range)

18” = 100%

13.5” = 75%

9” = 50%

4.5” = 25%

30” CL Float/Probe (24” read range)

24” = 100%

18” = 75%

12” = 50%

6” = 25%

40” CL Float/Probe (30” read range)

34” = 100%

25.5” = 75%

17” = 50%

8.5”= 25%

60” CL Float/Probe (54” read range)

54” = 100%

40.5” = 75%

27” = 50%

13.5”= 25%

When trying to calculate the percentage parameter setting for the ImPulse CL Controller’s starting
point, minimum speed distance and the alarm activation point, calculate the following.

Depending on the Probe you have, use the information below and enter that number inches up from
the bottom of the probe to where you want to activate the parameter to function. Then divide the
number below. This will give the percentage to enter into the parameter you are setting. To do this
properly, measure from the center of the float resting on the bottom to the point on probe you wish
to activate.
24” CL Float/Probe—inches divided by .18 = percentage % (Example: 9” ÷ .18 = 50%)
30” CL Float/Probe—inches divided by .24 = percentage % (Example: 12” ÷ .24 = 50%)
40” CL Float/Probe—inches divided by .34 = percentage % (Example: 17” ÷ .34 = 50%)

60” CL Float/Probe—inches divided by .54 = percentage % (Example: 27” ÷ .54 = 50%)
* NOTE: When calculating and you end up with a percentage with a decimal point, round up to the
nearest whole number to enter it into the parameter setting.
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QUICK GUIDE TO KEYPAD OPERATIONS FROM EMERSON UNIDRIVE M400 MANUAL
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PROGRAMMING
The ImPulse CL unit is programmed for use with centrifugal milk pumps, however, if using on other
types of milk pumps such as diaphragm, positive displacement or lobe pumps, please call us for
programming suggestions at (800) 729-4118.
Power Up
Make sure the float is setting on the lower retainer and apply power to the ImPulse controller. When
the unit powers up, it should show “Ready 0.00Hz” and “0.00 RPM” on the display with the float at
the bottom. The pump motor should not begin to run. If it does check the position of the float on the
probe. When the float is lifted, the display should change from “Ready to Run” and show the speed it
is running. It is measured in Hz.
Motor Rotation
Remove the receiver lid and probe assembly from the receiver. Dump some water into the receiver to
lubricate the pump seals. While looking at the motor fan, briefly lift the float off the lower retainer of
the probe assembly to start the motor and note the motor rotation. If the rotation is incorrect, switch
wires M1 and M2 on the terminal block in the ImPulse controller. Re-check the motor rotation.
Replace receiver cover.
Motor Parameters
You must enter the nameplate amperage for the motor being used into Parameter #00.006.
Setting Minimum Motor Speed - Factory setting = 36 Hz (Parameter setting 18.012)
The minimum milk pump motor speed should be set slightly above the speed where the pump starts
to pump milk. This is determined in the following way:
1. Determine a method to supply water to the receiver while the system is in the milking mode. One
suggestion is to use the wash vat and add water line or milking units to supply water. Close all of
the shutoff (vacuum or pinch) valves to the milking units. This method is recommended instead of
trying to make adjustment during washing as the air injector and lower vacuum levels will effect
pump performance.
2. Turn vacuum pump on and set ImPulse to Wash Mode and run water into the receiver . Allow the
pump to cycle until the milk discharge line to the wash vat is filled. Now set ImPulse CL to Milk
Mode.
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3) Allow a steady flow of water to enter the receiver so that the milk pump runs continuously at low
speed. (Factory setting is 36 Hz.) If additional water is needed, open the shutoff valve to a milking
unit.
4) Observe the milk discharge line at the wash vat. Is water being pumped?
If “NO”, proceed to step A, otherwise go to step B.
A) Change Parameter M18.P012—Minimum/Start speed to increase the value by one unit.
Observe if water is being pumped though the discharge line at the wash vat. Wait 15-20
seconds for system to stabilize. If not, increase data value by one unit. Continue until water
just starts to flow from discharge line. Proceed to step 5.
B) If the water is being pumped, proceed as follows:
Change Parameter M18.P012 and decrease the data value until the pump stops discharging
water into the wash vat, then go to steps 4A.
5) Once minimum pumping speed is determined, increase the data value by one unit and save data to
memory.
MILKING SIMULATION
Allow water to flow into the receiver to simulate a group of cows being milked. The milk pump speed
should slowly increase when the float rises. This cycle will continue to repeat depending on inflow into
the receiver. When water inflow is less than pump outflow, the pump will stop.
WASHING TEST RUN
1) Set the milking system up for washing and set the switch to WASH.
2) Run the system through a wash cycle and check to be sure the milk pump runs and keeps from
trapping out during the Detergent Cycle and the Trap Elbow is getting clean. A little wash water
should enter into the trap for proper cleaning.
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FINDING THE OPTIMUM PUMP SPEED FOR MILKING
In the setup of the minimum speed for pumping, it is important to find the optimum speed here.
Do not just set it at the speed it pumps slowest at to find out a little increase in speed greatly increases the pump output. The minimum speed should be set at the HZ that is proportional and linear to the overall best performance curve of the Pump in its application. It should not be set at or
too near the threshold (cutoff) point of pumping to not pumping on the setup, for this could lead to
unwanted increased churning of the milk.
Also the new ImPulse CL Controller with its separate Milk and Wash setups, the Milk cycle will be
able to have its own top speed setting. If properly set, it will be able to lock it into the best optimum
pumping zone for milk. But with the separate Wash mode, it will still allow the higher speeds if
needed for the wash cycles.
We want make to be sure these controllers are installed correctly and tuned in for the best milk
overall performance and handling for optimum results.

Parameter M07.P001
You can view where the float is at while the system is running to see if it’s running at the correct
speed or at the right level. It shows a reading of 0-100%.
Example: If showing at 50% on a 24” CL Probe with an 18” Read Range, it will be at 9” off the
bottom.
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USER PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR IMPULSE CL ON CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

Parameters listed below are pre-programmed at the settings listed below. Note when the Inverter’s
display shows “Trip User Program 6”, a wrong setting has been entered. Often this will happen after
it has run that function for that parameter.

Electric Motor Settings
M - Menu #

Parameter Function

P - Parameter #

M00.P006

Milk Mode

7.5/2HP 230V

Nameplate current on the electric motor

User Settings

Parameter Function

M00.P001

18

Minimum and starting speed for the analog
signal in HZ. Can be adjusted if needed to
smooth out the transition to continuous speed to
variable. Set lower than Start Hz.

M00.P003

3

Milk acceleration rate in seconds.
Adjustment Range 3 to 20 seconds.

M00.P004

3

Milk deceleration rate in seconds.
Adjustment Range 3 to 20 seconds.

M01.P026

60

This is the speed for the manual pump out switch
in HZ.
Adjustment Range 30Hz to 60Hz and must be set
the same or lower than M18.P025 Milk
maximum speed.

M18.P011

1500

Milk level to start in analog percentage 1500 is
15.00% of the distance of the probe from the
bottom. (Also affects the Wash Mode.)
Adjustment Range 1% (100) to 15% (1500).

M18.P012

3600

Milk minimum/start speed in hz 3600 = 36.00 Hz.
Adjustment Range 15 Hz (1500 to 50Hz (5000.)

M - Menu #
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User Settings

P - Parameter #
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Milk Mode

User Settings

Parameter Function

M18.P013

2500

Milk level transition distance in analog percentage
2500 = 25.00% of the distance of the probe from
the bottom. This is the distance from where it will
hold the starting Hz speed up to before it goes
variable speed per inch of movement.
Adjustment Range 15% (1500 to 50% (5000) must
be set higher than distance to start by at least 500,
but not higher than distance to max speed.

M18.P014

166

Milk level to max speed. 100 divided by
percentage point on probe to get to maximum
speed = scaling number to enter here. 100% dived
by 60% = 1.66 = 166 for setting.
Adjustment Range 50% (200) to 80% (125) must be
set higher than transition distance.

M18.P025

60

Milk maximum speed 60 = 60 Hz at 3600 RPMs.
Adjustment Range 50Hz - 100 Hz must be set
higher than Milk minimum/start speed.

M18.P022

7500

Percentage of analog to turn on high level alarm
output 7500 = 75.0% this works in Milk Mode only.
Adjustment Range 50% (5000) to 100% (10000)
must be set higher than distance to max speed.

M18.P021

200

Distance to stop affects both Milk and Wash.
Percentage of analog level. 200 = 2.0%.
Adjustment Range 2.0% to 5.0%.

M - Menu #

P - Parameter #

Wash Mode
M - Menu #
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User Settings

Parameter Function

P - Parameter #

M18.P015

6000

Wash minimum/start speed in Hz 4500 = 45 Hz.
Adjustment Range 35 Hz (3500) to 100 Hz (6000).

M18.P016

6

Wash acceleration rate. Multiply by 2 the number
of seconds at which you wish to accelerate.
Adjustment Range 5 to 40.

M18.P017

6

Wash deceleration rate. Multiply by 20 the
number of seconds at which you wish to
decelerate.
Adjustment Range 5 to 40.
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Wash Mode

NuPulse Settings

Parameter Function

M18.P018

2500

Wash level transition distance in analog percentage
2500—25.00%.
Adjustment Range 15% (1500) to 50% (5000) must
be set higher than distance to start by at least 500,
but not higher than distance to max speed.

M18.P019

60

Wash max speed 60 = 60 Hz at 3600 RPMs.
Adjustment Range 50 Hz to 100 hz must be set
higher than Wash minimum/start speed.

P18.P020

400

Wash level to max speed. 100 divided by
percentage point on probe to get to maximum
speed = Scaling number to enter here. 100%
divided by 90% = 1.11 = 111 FOR SETTING.
Adjustment Range 25% (400) to 100% (100) must
be set higher than Wash transition distance.

M - Menu #

P - Parameter #

TO SAVE PARAMETER CHANGES
Go to “Menu15.000” to save these parameter settings.
· Press the Enter Button Arrow key - it will show a flashing “No Action”.
· Press the Up Arrow key once to show a flashing “Save parameters”.
· Press the Enter Button Arrow key to stop the flashing.
· Press the Red Stop/Reset key to save these settings.
Press the Escape Arrow Return key to get to the Main Display that should show “Ready 0.00 hz and 0
RPM”.
TO Default Settings to Our Original Programed Parameters
Go to Parameter “M18.035”

. Press the Enter Button Arrow key - it will show a flashing “No” change it to “Yes”
· Press the Enter Button Arrow key to stop the flashing.
. Repeat the above and save your changes or re-enter the New Parameter Settings then save.

Press the Escape Arrow Return key to get to the Main Display that should show “Ready 0.00 hz and 0
RPM”.
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QUICK LIST of FACTORY PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR IMPULSE CL CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
If any changes are made to the factory settings listed below, it is important to document in space
provided and specify what changes were made. This is for future reference and will assist with trouble shooting the system if needed.

Remember to Save any Changes in the Drive Memory see page 29.
Setting Location
M - Menu #
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P - Parameter #

Parameters Set

Parameter Setting Changes

by NuPulse

M00.P001

18

M00.P003

3

M00.P004

3

M00.P006

7.5

M00.P007

3600

M01.P026

60

M18.P011

1500

M18.P012

3600

M18.P013

2500

M18.P014

166

M18.P015

6000

M18.P016

6

M18.P017

6

M18.P018

2500

M18.P019

60

M18.P020

400

M18.P021

200

M18.P022

7500

M18.P023

600

M18.P024

60 (PD Pump CIP)

M18.P025

60 (PD Pump CIP)

M18.P027

60 (PD Pump CIP)
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Charts for programing the ImPulse CL Probes on Receivers with low Inlets
Inlet
Height
4”
5
6”
7”
8”
9”
10”
11”
12”
13”
14”

24” Probe

Parameter
Setting
18.011
500
600
700
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700

Parameter
Setting
18.013

1000
1100
1200
1400
1600
1900
2100
2300
2500
2700
2900

*NOTE*
Parameter
Setting
18.014
600
480
360
300
260
225
199
180
166
150
140

30” Probe
Inlet
Height

Parameter
Setting
18.011

Parameter
Setting
18.013

Parameter
Setting
18.014

4”

500

1000

540

5”

750

1300

460

6”

800

1500

385

7”

1150

1900

340

8”

1200

1975

305

9”

1250

2050

270

10”

1300

2125

235

12”

1400

2375

200

14”

1500

2500

166

16”

1600

2700

145

18”

1700

3100

133

20”

1800

3500

115
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Minimum Speed in Parameter 18.012
is factory set at 36HZ.
If you change this minimum speed, you
then need to change Parameter 00.001
an equal amount in HZ. It is factory set
at 18HZ.
Examples:

Parameter 18.012 was changed to
40HZ, set 00.001 to 22HZ.
Parameter 18.012 was changed to
30HZ, set 00.001 to 12HZ.

SAVE PARAMETER CHANGES
Go to “Menu15.000” to save these
parameter settings.
· Press the Enter Button Arrow key - it
will show a flashing “No Action”.

· Press the Up Arrow key once to show
a flashing “Save parameters”.
· Press the Enter Button Arrow key to
stop the flashing.
· Press the Red Stop/Reset key to save
these settings.
Press the Escape Arrow Return key to
get to the Main Display that should
show “Ready 0.00 hz and 0 RPM”.
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Charts for programing the ImPulse CL Probes on Receivers with low Inlets

40” Probe

*NOTE*

Inlet
Height

Parameter
Setting
18.011

Parameter
Setting
18.013

Parameter
Setting
18.014

10”

600

1250

350

11”

650

1375

310

12”

700

1500

285

14”

900

1750

255

16”

1100

2000

217

Examples:

18”

1300

2250

190

20”

1500

2500

166

Parameter 18.012 was changed to
40HZ, set 00.001 to 22HZ.

24”

1700

3000

142

28”

1900

4000

100

60” Probe

Minimum Speed in Parameter 18.012
is factory set at 36HZ.
If you change this minimum speed, you
then need to change Parameter 00.001
an equal amount in HZ. It is factory set
at 18HZ.

Parameter 18.012 was changed to
30HZ, set 00.001 to 12HZ.

SAVE PARAMETER CHANGES

Inlet
Height

Parameter
Setting
18.011

Parameter
Setting
18.013

Parameter
Setting
18.014

Go to “Menu15.000” to save these
parameter settings.

10”

500

1000

540

11”

550

1150

480

· Press the Enter Button Arrow key - it
will show a flashing “No Action”.

12”

600

1300

440

14”

750

1500

390

16”

875

1750

340

18”

950

2000

295

20”

1100

2125

265

24”

1250

2250

220

28”

1400

2375

190

32”

1500

2500

166

36”

1600

2625

145
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· Press the Up Arrow key once to show
a flashing “Save parameters”.
· Press the Enter Button Arrow key to
stop the flashing.

· Press the Red Stop/Reset key to save
these settings.
Press the Escape Arrow Return key to
get to the Main Display that should
show “Ready 0.00 hz and 0 RPM”.
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IMPULSE CL POWER CONSUMPTION MONITORING

Set the following Parameter to analyze power consumption of the VSD.
M06.P027 = 13 - Energy Cost per kWh. Enter in cost in cents (Example: WI average is $0.13 kWh).

You can view the following at the parameters listed below.
M - Menu # P - Parameter #

View

Parameter Function
Cost in cents average if it ran one hour at this speed.

M06.P028

Running Cost in Cents

M06.P025

Energy Meter MWh

MWh = Megawatts used.

M06.P026

Energy Meter kWh

kWh = Kilowatts used.

M04.P001

Output Current

Output current to the electric motor in Amps.

Reset the following Parameter to Reset and clear the Watt Meters
M06.P024
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Reset Clear

Change to “ON” then back to “OFF” again will clear
the Watt Meters.
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IMPULSE CL ALARM / TRIP CODES
To view history of the last Trip Code and History of previous 9 other codes, go to the following
Parameters in the Inverter.

Trip Code Location
M - Menu #

Trip Code History

P - Parameter #

M10.P020

0 = Last Trip Code

M10.P021

1

M10.P022

2

M10.P023

3

M10.P024

4

M10.P025

5

M10.P026

6

M10.P027

7

M10.P028

8

M10.P029

9

Diagnostics from Emerson Unidrive M400 User Guide can be found on following pages.

Hardware Fault (HF) Codes on M400 Drives
If you receive an HF Code, first try to clear code using Reset Key. If that does not clear code, turn
power off to inverter for 5 minutes, then turn power back on.

For a Hard Reset for, enter a “1299” into any “00” Parameter. If drive won’t run, check to be
sure that Parameter 11.047 is set for “Run”.
If code still appears, the drive will need to be replaced.
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Trouble Shooting
ImPulse CL System will not Stop and Running Minimum Speed 0r Higher
If the CL System will not shut off with the Float at the bottom and go to Parameter # M07.P001 this
will put the display into Analog to show it in percentage. (0% - 100%).
With the Float at the bottom Stopper (lowest point) it should read below 1%.
If it is below 1% go to Parameter “18:021” this is the distance from the bottom that it is suppose to
stop at. Make sure that it is set at 2 (%) or higher. (Normal settings are 2 – 5%).
If it is higher than 1% the Probe could possibly be defective and need replacement, but if the reading is varying to higher speeds or stops when removed from the Milk Receiver it is more likely an
Interference Issue.
You can disconnect or connect the Shield from the CL Probe Wire to see if it has an effect. But if it
doesn’t, disabling the built in EMC Filter by removing the Torx Screw shown below. This will normally resolve an issue with the 4 to 20 mA signal Interference issue with CL Probe.
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Trouble Shooting
ImPulse CL Alarm / Trip Codes
You can look up the Trip History on the Inverter by going to the Parameters listed below.

Trip “0” is the latest Alarm Trip and Trip “9” is the oldest.
See the pages 41 to 51 for their description.

The Parameters listed below will assist you in trouble shooting.
Parameter M07.P001

You can view where the float is at while the system is running to see if it’s running at the correct
speed or at the right level. It shows a reading of 0-100%.
Example: If showing at 50% on a 24” CL Probe with an 18” Read Range, it will be at 9” off the bottom.

Parameter M04.P001
This will display the output Current Draw of the electric motor. This can tell you if you have an overloaded motor.
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QUICK GUIDE TO DIAGNOSTICS FROM EMERSON UNIDRIVE M400 MANUAL
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4904 Triangle Street, Suite ’A’
McFarland, WI 53558
Phone: 800-729-4118
Fax: 608-838-2221
Email: info@ezmilking.com
Visit us at: www.ezmilking.com
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